Horrible Spectacles of a New Imperialist Holocaust Menaces the Whole World

The recent wave of events once more shows the world that the imperialist system is on the rocks. The workers are rising up everywhere making new revolutionary uprisings the order of the day.

The workers of the world, united, are6...
Things the Minneapolis Coal- yard Workers Won’t Forget

Three pigs who chewed seventeen tons of coal in West Minneapolis were sentenced to six months in the Minneapolis Workhouse yesterday for their misdeeds. The pigs, owned by the Minneapolis Street Railway Company, were found guilty of chewing the coal, which was used to power the streetcars.

The pigs, named Bo, Dave, and George, were sentenced to six months in the Workhouse, where they will be forced to spend their days churning out the coal that they chewed. The pigs were also fined $100 each, which will be donated to the local animal welfare organization.

Underwood Pool

A new pool is under construction in Underwood, which will be open to the public later this summer. The pool is being built by a local construction company and is expected to be completed in June.

Prospct Park

The park is scheduled to open in June and will feature a playground, picnic area, and walking trails. Visitors are encouraged to come and enjoy the amenities of the park.

Wages Cut

Along with the pay cuts, the company has also introduced new policies to reduce costs. Managers have been asked to cut their budgets by 10%, and employees have been asked to work longer hours without additional compensation. The company is also considering layoffs in the fall.

Champaign — "A ratified contract" was announced by the United Steelworkers of America (USWA) at the USWA Convention. The contract was ratified by 98% of the union's membership and includes wage increases and improved working conditions. The contract also includes provisions for health care and retirement benefits.

The USWA represents over 1.5 million workers in the steel industry and is one of the largest labor unions in the country. This agreement is expected to benefit over 700,000 steelworkers across the country.
**Vital Questions of the New Party**

The Program of the A.W.P.

The idea that the greatest immediate need of this working class is a new international and a new revolutionary organization is accepted by one and all sections of the American Workers Party (A.W.P.) as the central question in the revolutionary movement. A.W.P. members are united in the conviction that the revolutionary struggle requires a new organization.

The New Party.

The A.W.P. is a new party which expresses the will of the American working class to struggle for its liberation. The new party is based on a revolutionary program and for that reason it is called the American Workers Party.

In the United States there are already existing parties and groups which are working for the same goal.

The International Approach.

In the midst of our realist discussion of our new party, it is important that we not lose sight of the fact that our realist discussion is in the midst of a world-wide revolutionary movement.

The A.W.P. is committed to the principle of internationalism which expresses the will of all the workers of the world to struggle for their liberation.

**The Declaration of Principles**

The A.W.P. is committed to the principle of internationalism which expresses the will of all the workers of the world to struggle for their liberation.

The A.W.P. has established a committee to work on the problem of internationalism, which is to be submitted to the National Congress of the A.W.P.

Collapse of Austro-Marxism

(Continued from page 1)

If the government imposes no interference, it will, as a result of the A.W.P.'s activities, face a workers' party or its own trade unions. In that case, the government's solution will be to liquidate the A.W.P. by force.
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